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ubuntu logins are so similar and ubuntu bootups are also very alike akik: mhm. I guess it's better if I push my current understanding of the solution
aside and ask on the list and see what people say. deepu: you could try this jost: did you try asking with the xrandr log? akik: I only tried a few

things, but I did not see any of them working. jost: also try the xorg.conf.nvidia-settings file akik: I have an xorg.conf.d directory with a file for
each screen in it. akik: at least that's what it looks like. jost: can you post that file? akik: it's rather long. akik: sure, let me paste it. jost: do you

have any xorg.conf.d at all? akik: yes, /etc/X11/xorg.conf.d/ akik: I do have an xorg.conf.d with a file called nvidia-settings akik: but I also have
one called xorg-xorg.conf.d with a file called 0-nvidia-settings.conf How can I prevent things to be logged in the "log file for syslog"? akik:

/etc/X11/xorg.conf.d/20-nvidia-settings.conf has the content I pasted to you. Or in other words, how can I let the system log to /var/log/syslog but
let it not to write things to the "log file for syslog"? jost: is this xorg.conf.nvidia-settings akik: yes akik: that's the xorg.conf that
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The story of the film is about an honest policeman Abhay
Pratap Singh and his father ... Kranti (2002) Full Movie in
Hindi ... The story of the adventures of two sisters
searching for their father's money ... The story of a boy
who dreamed of becoming a fireman and his friendship
with a homeless ... The story of a man who was wounded
by crime and was welcomed into a family ... The story of a
man who falls in love with a woman and does everything
he can to seduce her ... The story of two brothers who lived
in the same house, but they had a different view of the
future ... The story of a man who lost everything because
of heart problems ... fffad4f19a
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